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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Founded in 1963 by Mary Kay Ash, Mary Kay Inc. is a beauty company 

rooted in the values of integrity, honesty, and the Golden Rule. Now a 

multibillion dollar brand with over 3 million Independent Beauty 

Consultants and a loyal customer base, Mary Kay celebrates 50 years of 

making women feel beautiful and looks ahead to an even more successful 

future. 

As a direct selling company with an emphasis on personalized, face-to-

face service, Mary Kay provides a meaningful experience for both core 

customers and IBCs.

Despite the company’s continued success, Mary Kay is struggling to 

remain relevant to millennials in an industry of constantly evolving 

cosmetic brands. Already working to change perceptions with its newest 

line, Mary Kay @Play, the company faces a unique challenge in targeting 

female millennials. 

Motivated by this challenge, KATO Advertising set out to discover whether 

there is a disconnect between Mary Kay’s messaging and how the brand 

is actually perceived by young consumers, particularly women ages 18-25.

KATO Advertising has analyzed the obstacles that are preventing Mary 

Kay from reaching this demanding younger audience. The following 

campaign has been designed to increase consumer awareness of Mary 

Kay, increase the positive perception of the brand, increase consideration 

for purchasing Mary Kay products, and increase the consideration for 

women 18-25 for becoming IBCs. These changes will establish Mary Kay 

as a powerful brand in the minds of female millennials. 
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THE CHALLENGE
FOR THE PAST 50 YEARS, Mary Kay has served a customer base of women ages 18-44, with the majority of sales coming from ages 

26-44 . With the goal to win over the 18-25 female market, Mary Kay has a unique challenge to transform its brand perception from 

outdated to sophisticated. 
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OUR CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES 

BECAME CLEAR:

UNDERSTAND COLLECT

EXCEEDANALYZE

Understand members of the target 

audience’s wants, needs, and 

perceptions of the current Mary Kay 

@Play make up line. In order to 

attract them, we need to first 

understand who they are, what they 

do, and why they behave that way.

Collect insights from the members of the 

target audience. In order to continue with our 

research we must first collect key data from 

our target. Do they know about Mary Kay? 

What do they think about Mary Kay? Do they 

use Mary Kay? Would they consider selling 

Mary Kay? 

Analyze the insights provided. 

We will use the Lisa Fortini-

Campbell model of turning data 

into information, then 

information into insights, then 

insights to inspiration.

Exceed competitors by differentiating Mary 

Kay. This will be accomplished by incorporating 

new and innovative strategies to raise 

awareness, increasing the brand perception, 

increasing consideration for product purchase, 

and increasing consideration for selling Mary 

Kay.

SWOT Analysis

Strengths:
Established Brand

Charity Involvement 

Core Values

Quality Products

Personalized Experience

Weaknesses:
Negative Brand Perception

Inconvenient Purchase Method

Direct Selling Model

Poor Social Media Efforts

Pushy Independent Sellers

Inability to Test Products Pre-Purchase

Opportunities:
Re-designed e-Commerce

Fully Utilize Social Media

Re-brand the @Play Line

Emphasize Charitable Efforts

Re-design Party Model

Threats:
The “Pink Pyramid”

Competitors’ Store Presence

Economic Conditions

Seasonality



UNDERSTANDING OUR TARGET

RESEARCH IMPRESSIONS

ETHNOGRAPHIES

PROFESSIONAL INTERVIEWS

MULTICULTURAL FASHION SHOW

2 MARY KAY PARTIES 2 FOCUS GROUPS

2 SURVEYS

32 Impressions
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MAN ON THE STREET INTERVIEWS

FACEBOOK MAKEUP RESEARCH

SKIN CARE EXPERIMENT

34 Impressions
15 Perceptual Maps
15 Brand Collages
15 Word Associations

540 Impressions
100 Hispanic Impressions

75 Impressions

10 Completed

100 Impressions

3 Impressions

250 Impressions

111 Impressions

1,300 total research impressions

We worked with a research model that 
allowed us to tackle all aspects of our 
challenge. We used qualitative and 
quantitative approaches in order to 

reveal implications for our next 
research steps, continuing this pattern 
until our problem was examined from 
every possible angle. We collected 
data from over 1,300 women, ages 

18-25, to recognize the specific 
problems we needed to address in 
our campaign, and to give us key 

insights about reaching our target in a 
meaningful and relevant way.

JOURNEY TO OUR BIG IDEA
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MIRANDA, THE CORPORATE NOVICE

Carmen, 18, is excited to begin college in the fall.

Always looking out for the latest innovations in

technology, she plans to study computer

engineering. She is constantly on her smartphone

texting friends and trying out the newest apps. An

avid shopper, she prefers to purchase products

online through her favorite websites via her tablet

and mobile device. She hopes to be accepted by

the new people she will soon meet at college, and

she looks forward to a very successful future.

Jackie, 21, is a junior in college studying

fashion merchandising. As an intern at a

major fashion brand, she works hard to

impress her co-workers in order to prove

her dedication to the industry. Her look is

chic, yet affordable as she tends to

purchase trendy items on sale. She is

focused on her career goals, but still

makes time to be young and wild with her

best friends. She is confident, but feels

most radiant when her hair and makeup is

done. She has a carefree personality, but

she wants to be taken seriously in order to

achieve her goals.

Miranda, 24, is an associate at a small law firm.

After three weeks with the company, she is about

to receive her first case as a lawyer. Ambitious and

motivated to impress the firm, she is a hard worker

and invests time and money in her appearance.

Her style is sophisticated and professional, and

she tends to shop for bargain items that are high-

quality and on trend. On weekends, she likes to go

for cocktails with friends and occasionally dates.

She is settled in her career, but she must maintain

confidence in order to advance in a field

dominated by men.
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JACKIE, THE BUSY STUDENT

CARMEN, THE TECH-SAVVY SHOPPER
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SEGMENT 3: 
HISPANIC MILLENNIALS

According to our findings 

from Nielsen, the Hispanic 

market is the largest 

minority segment, and 

growing at a dramatic rate. 

Hispanics will contribute to 

a market share growth of 

60-percent or higher over 

the next five years. We 

believe including the 

Hispanic millennial market 

will add growth potential to 

Mary Kay’s sales.

Why Hispanics?

To better tailor our message to members of the target audience, we segmented the millennial group into three identities. Our research asserted that the thought 

processes of an 18 year-old woman are different than that of a 25 year-old woman. This separation enabled us to completely understand our target and find ways to 

reach each segment uniquely. 



METHOD: SURVEYS
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IN ORDER TO GET INTO THE MINDS OF FEMALE MILLENNIALS, we conducted multiple surveys to discover our target’s overall 

awareness of Mary Kay, their perception of the brand, their consideration to purchase the products, and their consideration to become an IBC. 

The Reason for the drop from awareness to perception 

is they perceive Mary Kay as outdated and expensive. 

The Reason for the drop from perception to purchase 

was that they think its a good quality but too pricey. It is 

inconvenient to purchase from a person rather than a 

store. They find IBC’s to be pushy.  

KATO ADVERTISING

“Good quality, but expensive. Sellers can be pushy.” – age 23.

“I liked it a lot! A little more expensive than I usually like to spend, though it’s sometimes 

easier to run to the store than order through the person who sells it.” – age 20.

“I like their products. I thought they were high quality but I generally prefer other brands for their convenience and affordability.” – age 25.

51%

Awareness

34%

Perception

8.5%

Purchase

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
There is a different between what the target audience says and what they do regarding price. 

The target audience ranked price as the most important factor when purchasing makeup, yet 

their purchase behavior reveals factors like brand perception and peer influence are 

actually driving high-priced sales. They buy drugstore brands for the majority of their makeup, 

but splurge on retail brands such as Urban Decay or Sephora. Why? Our research tells us it 

may be because of these brands’ underlying “cool factor” – one that Mary Kay is lacking. We 

need to improve the awareness, perception, and convenience of Mary Kay in order to change 

the target audiences purchase behavior and consideration to become an IBC. 

1. Price

2. Long Wearability

3. Quantity

4. Brand Loyalty

CRITERIA FOR 

PURCHASE MOTIVATION
WE DISCOVERED: 
There are four main findings: 

awareness, perception, price, and convenience.

51% of members of our target audience is aware of Mary Kay.

Only 34% have a positive perception of Mary Kay’s quality.

Only 8.5% would purchase from a Independent Beauty 

Consultant.

45.9%  
Of members of the target 

audience ranked friends 

and family the number 

one third-party influencer 

when purchasing 

makeup.

4%

IBC Consideration



METHOD: SURVEYS
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Participants were asked to use Mary Kay’s 

Botanical Effects Facial Cleanser (#2 or #3) 

twice a day for 30 days and create video journals of 

their experience and perceptions...

Carly, 20, NJ -

“I like the concept of an eco-friendly 

product and how it contained no 

synthetic dies or smells.”

Lyndsie, 21, NJ -

“I liked the look of the 

tube…[it] looks natural.”

Stacy, 22, PA -

“I liked the simplicity of the 

packaging compared to other 

products that have overwhelming 

packaging.”

Our key insight from the skin care trials is that, although they did not care for the cleansers, the participants did like the product packaging. We 

took their detailed comments in their video journals about the packaging into account when designing the packaging for the new Power makeup line.

KATO ADVERTISING

WHAT THIS MEANS…

METHOD: SKIN CARE EXPERIMENT

3/3 liked look and feel of packaging

3/3 liked the eco-friendly aspect

2/3 said their skin felt no different

2/3 would neither purchase or recommend

“This looks like it's being advertised to 

pre-teens. Not very appealing.” - Sam, 19

“Annoying. Ugly styling on the girl. 

That middle palette (brown/red) 

looks like something I'd buy if it 

wasn't associated with the rest of 

the ad.” – Kristen, 21

We asked our survey participants to describe the Mary Kay @Play advertisement below… Top four words used to 

describe Mary Kay:
1. Quality

2. Outdated

3. Expensive 

4. Older 

WHAT THIS MEANS…

These survey results show us that members of the target audience find 

Mary Kay’s current effort at reaching a younger audience unappealing. 

They also rely heavily on friend and family referrals when purchasing 

makeup, so we will incorporate referral incentives into our campaign. 

Despite the negative opinion around the current @Play advertising, 

members of our target audience associate Mary Kay products with quality.



METHOD: FASHION SHOW
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We sponsored a fashion show on our campus that was presented by our Multicultural Club. At this event, we provided the makeup 

for the models in the fashion show. This allowed us to gain feedback on the Mary Kay @Play product line and its packaging. 

The models loved the color palette selections that were provided for them from the Mary Kay @Play 

line. They also loved the way the colors looked on them. They were confused by the logo of the Mary 

Kay @Play line. Although they understood that there was an “@” sign and a “play” symbol, they could 

not relate it back to the makeup. Consistent with our survey and focus groups, they also said the logo 

reminded them of e-mails and the internet. To our surprise, some models wanted to do their own 

make up.

We used our Mary Kay 

@Play samples at the 

fashion show!

KATO ADVERTISING

WHAT WE LEARNED…

WHAT THIS MEANS…

The results reaffirmed that the @Play logo is ineffective for members of the target audience and needs 

to be changed. After seeing the models want to do their own makeup, we found that many women in our 

target audience have their own makeup routine and prefer to have power over what products they wore. 

This showed us that members of our target audience want things FAST and THEIR WAY. 



METHOD: EXPERIMENTS
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The “No Makeup” Experiment 

Our research showed us a disconnect between how men and 

women view makeup. For women in our target audience, makeup is 

an essential factor in self-image, self-esteem, mood and state of 

mind. For men, it merely enhances a woman’s natural beauty and is 

not always necessary. We used this information to create a line that 

empowers women to feel confident, sophisticated, and sexy. 

We asked members of the target audience to honestly answer 

the question, “How do you feel when you don’t wear 

makeup?” in one or two words. 

Top answers included: 
1. Ugly 

2. Tired

3. Self-conscious 

4. Insecure

5. Zombie 

Facebook Group Experiment
Curious about the habits and preferences of members of our target audience, we 

created a Facebook group that asked members to post two photographs comparing 

the makeup they use on a daily basis with all of the makeup that they own. 

Our goals: 
1.  See what brands are most popular for female millennials.

2. See what types of products and colors are most used by 

members of our target audience.

3. Prove our hypothesis that our target owns more makeup 

than they use regularly.

Most Popular Brands: 

CoverGirl, Urban Decay, MAC, 

Sephora

Most Popular Items: 

Mascara, Eye Shadow Palettes, 

Makeup Brushes

Most Popular Colors:

Pink, Purple, Brown, Tan, Red

Over 80% of the women in our experiment own more than 1 mascara and over 90% of 

the women use more than one makeup brush on a daily basis. These results give us 

credible incentive to include mascara and brushes in our new line that were missing 

in the Mary Kay @Play line. Also, the colors that members of our target audience use 

most regularly are already in the Mary Kay @Play line, which will be incorporated into 

the new “Power” line for millennials. These results also verified the disconnect we 

learned in the survey that members of our target audience say that price is the most 

important factor when purchasing makeup, but yet they purchase expensive brands 

like MAC, Sephora, and Urban Decay.

KATO ADVERTISING

We then asked males ages 18-25 how they think women look 

when they don’t wear makeup…

Top answers included: 
1. Natural 

2. Depends

3. Real

4. Beautiful

Positive

Neutral

Negative

WHAT WE LEARNED…

WHAT THIS MEANS…

WHAT WE LEARNED…



METHOD: THE PARTY EXPERIENCE
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Through our national survey we found that 72% of the members of our target 

audience had never even attended a Mary Kay Party. However, of those that 

did, their feelings about Mary Kay Parties included the following negative 

perceptions:

“I felt pressured to buy something right then and there.” – Ali, 19

“I was the youngest person there and was unable to relate to the IBC.” – Jackie, 18 

“I don’t like the need to order through an agent.” – Maria, 25

“They seriously still use paper order forms?” – Crysta, 22 

The Mary Kay Party system is outdated and needs a 

fresh, modern and more effective way to reach 

members of our target audience. Millennials want things 

fast and personalized.

With the assistance of our own Independent Beauty Consultant, Lisa, we were introduced to an overview  

of the company, the products and how the IBC and Mary Kay party process works. By participating and 

observing the process, we noticed some key concerns: 

1. Makeup samples provided were not enough

2.  Old-fashioned ordering sheets were outdated, and not how millennials want to buy. 

3.  Our IBC made some of our participants feel pressured to buy something. 

WHAT THIS MEANS…

KATO ADVERTISING



METHOD: FOCUS GROUPS
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During each focus group, we asked the participants to complete perceptual maps, word associations, collages, and take 

part in discussions about makeup and skincare routines. Participants were also asked to comment on the @Play logo, 

packaging, and product quality after testing a sample of their choice. 

“Mary Kay is into empowering women.” – Michelle, 22

“I chose the words ‘apart from the rest,’ because when you think of Mary 

Kay, you think of a trusted brand.” – Latrell, 24

“Their products are geared for a natural look” – Caroline, 18

The majority of 

participants said 

they’ve previously 

switched to 

different products 

because they have 

charitable

involvement.

This collage experiment gave us the insight that 

members of our target audience associate Mary 

Kay with an older generation. The responses to 

the collage told us that millennials recognize the 

brand in a positive light, but cannot get past the 

notion that Mary Kay lacks the “cool” factor. They 

believe Mary Kay is a trusted brand, which our 

survey indicated was the second most important 

factor when purchasing make-up, next to price. 

KATO ADVERTISING

WHAT THIS MEANS…

This focus group reaffirmed our previous research that said members of our 

target audience perceive Mary Kay as high quality but also that the brand does 

not relate to them. Empowerment and charity are clearly important to members of 

our target audience, so we will emphasize that in our campaign.



METHOD: FOCUS GROUPS
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Our team asked participants what 
they thought of the Mary Kay @Play 

color choices and packaging: 

“The white packaging…it’s too simple and 
makes the product look cheap.”

“The logo blocks the makeup and I can 
barely see the real color of the product.”

When asked to describe this 

logo, the top three answers 

from our target audience 

were: 1. AOL

2. Email

3. Internet

“I thought it was really gaudy, 

and obnoxious. Honestly 

based off of that I wouldn’t buy 

the product.” – Danielle, 22

When shown this 

commercial, the 

participants were 

in agreement that 

it should be 

aimed at females 

ages 12-17 

KATO ADVERTISING

The @Play line is suited for females, 

but the target audience of women 18-25 

are demanding a more sophisticated

and sexy line of makeup. This 

influenced our decision to introduce a 

new line, specifically made for the target 

audience.

WHAT THIS MEANS…



THE BIG IDEA

MARY KAY

Members of our target audience have strong negative perceptions regarding Mary Kay, and need equally strong reassurance 

that the brand has changed. Our research continually revealed that female millennials wear makeup to boost self-confidence

and make them feel sophisticated and sexy. They prefer a technology-driven shopping experience, and most of all, they want 

the power to choose where and when they purchase their makeup. Finally, they want instant assistance when they need help. 

Here’s where the word “power” comes into play. By acknowledging their need for power – the power of confidence, 

sophistication, attraction, and choice - Mary Kay is relating to millennials in a bold, exciting way, while still maintaining its 

brand identity of empowering women. To effectively communicate what we know to be true about members of our target 

audience, we have to underscore our bold message with equally bold promotional content. Once this content puts Mary Kay 

back on their radar, we are confident that a makeover of the Mary Kay @Play line combined with a more convenient 

purchase model will allow Mary Kay to become a preferred brand in the minds of female millennials. This preference will 

increase the consideration for members of our target audience becoming Mary Kay sellers.

KATO ADVERTISING

WHY IT WORKS 
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THE CREATIVE BRIEF
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STRATEGY

OBJECTIVE: To change the perceptions that female millennials have about Mary Kay; to establish Mary 

Kay as a cool, sophisticated cosmetics and skincare brand rather than an outdated brand for older women.

To convince: Women 18-25

To buy: Mary Kay’s re-branded @Play line

Instead of: Drug store cosmetic brands (CoverGirl, Maybelline, Revlon, 
etc.) and retail cosmetic brands (Ulta, Sephora)

Because: Mary Kay empowers women to feel confident, sexy and 
sophisticated by offering quality, affordable products through a 
personalized shopping experience when and how they desire it.

CONSIDERATIONS 
Don’t cannibalize existing customers

Emphasize technology

TONE 
Confident, Sexy, 

Sophisticated, Upbeat

KATO ADVERTISING

Goals:
Increase awareness by at least 15% over the campaign year.

Increase positive perception by at least 10% over the campaign year.

Increase consideration to purchase by at least 5% over the campaign year.

Increase consideration to become a Beauty Partner by at least 2% over the campaign year.



FROM PLAYFUL TO P   WERFUL
While Mary Kay @Play is aimed to reach females ages 18-25, our research repeatedly revealed that the brand is missing the mark. 

Why is Mary Kay @Play failing to relate to our target of female millennials? Our research lead us to identify 4 key insights:

After experiencing the new makeup line, with high-quality 
products at an affordable cost, millennials will walk away feeling 
confident, sophisticated, and most of all, empowered.

WHY IS                   GOING TO SELL TO MILLENNIALS BETTER THAN @PLAY?

• Current packaging and advertising messaging fail to influence the intended target. 

•The @Play Line was missing key products that the target audience uses. The new 

Power makeup line will utilize this selling opportunity and include these products.  

•Once experiencing the products, our target was impressed with the quality of products.

Female millennials are 

beyond playing with their 

makeup. 

Mary Kay @Play was viewed 

as a preteen makeup line 

during focus groups. Millennials 

want a quality product that is 

easy to use, with powerful 

results.

The @Play line is perceived as 

low-quality because of its 

packaging.

Mary Kay @Play’s packaging was 

a turn-off during our focus groups, 

fashion show, Mary Kay parties, 

and the survey. Regardless of the 

packaging, we found that after 

testing the @Play products, our 

target had positive responses.

“The white plastic packaging is 

too simple and makes the 

product appear cheap.”– Jen, 21

The @Play line is 

missing the products 

most important to 

females ages 18-25.

During our Facebook photo 

experiment, we found the 

top 3 makeup items to be 

mascara, eye shadow 

palettes, and makeup 

brushes. In developing the 

new line, we knew it was 

important to introduce some 

of these products in order to 

attract the intended target.

Previous @Play ads are un-relatable 

to members of the target audience.

Our survey results revealed that 61% of 

respondents thought the Mary Kay @Play 

print ad to be aimed at 13-17 year olds 

rather than 18-25 year olds. The 

commercial shown in our focus groups 

was enough to dissuade members of 

our target from ever trying or 

purchasing the line.

KATO ADVERTISING 15
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CREATIVE WORK

KATO ADVERTISING

This print ad is designed to appeal to Jackie, the 

18-21 segment of our demographic. She can 

relate to the young girl listening to music in the ad, 

and seeing her wear unique colors so well may 

convince Jackie to try that makeup as well.

This digital ad for Tumblr 

is designed to appeal to 

Carmen, the Hispanic 

segment of our 

demographic. Our 

research showed that 

Hispanics shop more 

frequently on tablets and 

mobile devices, so this ad 

will be effective in 

reaching that segment.

This print ad is 

designed to appeal to 

Miranda, the 22-25 

segment of our 

demographic. Seeing 

this ad will make her 

want to look as sexy as 

the woman shown next 

to the products. 

The interactive billboard 

in Times Square, NY 

will appeal to all 

segments of our 

demographic. Women 

will be captivated 

seeing virtual 

makeovers happen on 

the giant screen, which 

will compel them to try it 

for themselves. If they 

like their new look, they 

now know it will be 

easy to achieve with 

Mary Kay products.



IBC’S TO BP’S
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Our research indicates that millennials do not identify 

with independent beauty consultants. Through copy 

testing we found that the term, Beauty Partners, will 

establish a deeper connection with millennials. The word 

“partner” suggests that the seller and buyer are working 

together as a team with the goals of empowerment, 

self-confidence, and satisfaction in common.

Because Beauty Partners are integral to the Mary Kay system, we felt it was important that we introduce our updated direct selling approach to them in a 

fun and creative way. Each Beauty Partner will receive a fun, informational kit shaped like a tube of lipstick in the mail. Each kit will detail the exciting new 

innovations available to them as a member of the Mary Kay seller family. The kit will also explain some changes to their selling routine, including the 

discontinued use of uniforms, details of the showcases, and encouragement to purchase a tablet. Mary Kay will be partnering with Samsung to offer tablets 

and mobile devices to their Beauty Partners at a discounted rate.

Our survey and focus groups showed us 

that the IBCs were perceived to be pushy. 

The changes we implemented are 

designed to assure millennials that the 

Mary Kay Beauty Partner is on her side 

and is trying to form a connection with her 

instead of push a product on her. 

Kits will include:

- Samples of 

- Introduction to showcases

- Explanation of New Website

- Tips for Getting Started

Recognizing that many members of our target audience are in college, we have 

created the Mary Kay Internship Program as a way to better reach these 

members. These students would become full-fledged Beauty Partners with the 

added benefit of attending business seminars led by Mary Kay executives along 

with executives from partnering companies. The student would be assigned an 

existing Beauty Partner to serve as her mentor. College is a stressful time as 

many students are adjusting to life away from home, balancing their work and 

social lives, and preparing to enter the real world after graduation. The mentor 

would help guide the student through not only her sales, but with her new 

college life. The intern would become part of the mentor’s sales team, so the 

mentor would earn extra commission as part of those sales.

This program will start a flux of younger customers and produce a steady flow of 

new Mary Kay sellers. 

KATO ADVERTISING

MARY KAY INTERNSHIP



THE NEW PARTY APPROACH
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Female millennials live fast-paced lives, prefer to have a variety of options, and want things their way. While the traditional party model is effective 

for Mary Kay’s primary target, millennials demand an entirely different experience - one that is fun, non-intrusive, and most importantly, interactive. 

Knowing the preferences of the target, we have developed a new platform for customers to interact and shop with Mary Kay.

In order to improve upon Mary Kay’s outdated party

model, we have developed a new type of party--one that is

more attractive and intriguing to our demanding,

tech-savvy target.

Called “MK Showcases,” these events will be hosted by

an individual or team of Beauty Partners. They will be held

at local, quality venues to associate the sophistication of

Mary Kay into the minds of the target audience. The

showcase will create a comfortable environment that

allows the target to interact with the products on their

terms. Attendees will be free to peruse and sample the

makeup selection at their own pace. The Beauty Partner

will walk around and assist attendees as needed with

questions, tips, and product suggestions. The details

about the location, date, budget, etc. will be decided by the

hosting Beauty Partner. She will submit this information to

Mary Kay Corporate for approval and funding.

The Showcases will create a feeling of fun, instead of the

rigid and staged feeling of the existing party model. Beauty

Partners will be encouraged to have entertainment at their

showcases, like dancing and a DJ. Showcases will also

have a photo station with a backdrop filled with Mary Kay

logos, so participants can take fun pictures with their

friends.

The overall goal of the MK Showcase is to create a fun, interactive experience tailored for the target, and to improve the existing perceptions of Mary Kay.

Technology Drives Showcases

According to the 2013 AAF Digital Resource Guide, 84% of smart

phone shoppers use their phones while in a physical store.

Discovering this, we knew it was imperative to incorporate

technology into the new party model.

The Mary Kay mobile app will enable Showcases to be more

innovative and interactive than traditional parties. After

downloading the app, attendees will be able to view makeup

tutorials from Mary Kay’s YouTube channel and browse Mary

Kay’s products using their smartphone as their shopping cart.

By simply scanning the product barcode through the app, the item

will be added to her virtual cart. Checkout can be completed via

smartphones, Beauty Partner tablets, or the traditional order

forms based on customer preference. If the visitor does not

actually want to purchase the products at the showcase, she can

save the products in her cart for later. If a visitor still has products

in her cart four days after the showcase, an Email will be sent to

her as a reminder that she liked those products and can still

purchase them. This method incorporates technology in a fun,

innovative way that eliminates the pressure and allows members

of the target audience to feel in control.

We were shocked to find Mary Kay’s existing party model still

uses outdated paper order forms. Through focus groups we

discovered that the target audience is uncomfortable filling out

these forms because it pressures them to purchase, adding to

the negative perception of Mary Kay.

KATO ADVERTISING

MK Showcases
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Mary Kay’s current website is boring, difficult to navigate and extremely busy. From our research we learned that members of our target 

audience favor a quick and convenient online experience. This is why we renovated the website to be engaging, clean and easy to navigate 

while still representing Mary Kay’s brand identity. The changes will make the website more attractive, thus increasing visitors, brand awareness, 

and purchase consideration.
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MODIFICATIONS INCLUDE:

1. A Simplified Design - The top menu is condensed to 6 main titles 

(What’s New, Products, Tips & Trends, Showcases, Beauty Partners, 

Charity).

2. Social Media Links - Mary Kay’s social media links are promoted on 

the top of the page to advocate Mary Kay’s growing social media presence. 

3. Live Chat Capability - Customers will now have the ability to live chat 

with a Beauty Partner at times that are convenient to them.

4. Reviews - Customers will now be able to write reviews on their 

products. They will also be able to “+1” their favorite products through 

Google+ which will increase search engine optimization on Google.

5. A Charities Page - Visitors can learn about all of Mary Kay’s social 

actions, including LoveIsRespect.Org. Our research told us that many 

members of our target audience were unaware of Mary Kay’s social actions, 

so this page will raise awareness and positive perception of the brand.

We have simplified the website design and also changed the online purchasing process because we found that it is the opposite of how the 

target audience wants things; fast and their way. The old website made customers click at least nine clicks just to reach the checkout page. 

To make the Mary Kay website more appealing to millennials, the new website would reduce the amount of clicks it takes to reach the 

checkout page in half by simplifying the website design (new design on next page) and revolving the purchasing process around a back 

portion of the website. 

The back portion of the website would allow online customers to be less involved with choosing a Beauty Partner. Instead they would be 

automatically assigned to the nearest Beauty Partner in their area, who would receive commission on the sale. There would still be an 

option at the top of the page to choose a preferred Beauty Partner, but it would not force the user to click through this. 
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NEW CHECKOUT METHOD

CONGRATULATIONS!
Now that you are about to become a Mary Kay 

customer for the first time, you will be connected 

to your very own Beauty Partner! Your partner, 

____, can assist you with any questions, 

comments, concerns, or re-orders you need!

Please select one of the following options:

I prefer ___ to contact me by phone call.

I prefer ___ to contact me by text message.

I prefer ___ to contact me by email.

I prefer not to be contacted by ___ .
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If a customer wanted to purchase an item of makeup 

and already knew an IBC, these are the amount of 

clicks they would have to get through to reach the 

checkout page:

1. Products

2. Makeup

3. Type of makeup

4. Product page of item

5. Add to bag

6. Buy online with a beauty consultant

7. Already have a beauty consultant

8. Search 

9. Shop with me  

OLD CHECKOUT PROCESS

At the checkout page, the customer will be prompted to either log-in to 

their Mary Kay account, or create one to receive free shipping. This 

incentive will encourage people to create an account, which will allow 

Mary Kay to track their purchases and site activity. Any registered 

Mary Kay customer will receive free shipping. According to 

Compete.com, 93% of respondents said that free shipping would 

encourage them to purchase more products online. 

As the customer goes to complete their checkout, they will see a 

notification welcoming them to the Mary Kay family and identifying 

their Beauty Partner by name, who is there to address any questions, 

comments, and concerns the customer may have (see right). The 

customer may then choose which method(s) of communication she 

would prefer to be contacted by: text, phone, email, or none.

Also at the checkout page, there will be an option to share her 

purchases on her Facebook account to receive a free makeup 

brush with her purchase. Since our research found that family and 

friends influence members of our target audience’s purchase behavior, 

this referral system will drive more people to the Mary Kay website.
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In an effort to connect Mary Kay with the target audience in a way 

that emphasizes its founding values, we have developed a contest 

driven by social media. The contest is called “MaKe a Difference,” 

and it encourages women 18-25 to share a video showing how they 

make a difference in the world. Mary Kay was founded on the 

Golden Rule, and this contest encourages others to not only use the 

power they have to make a difference, but to empower others to do 

the same. Contestants will upload videos to the contest page of the 

Mary Kay website, which will also link the videos to YouTube. Below 

their uploaded video on the website, they will be able to see videos 

of other contestants and +1 to vote for their favorites.
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Mary Kay’s social media accounts (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, 

Google+, Pinterest, Instagram, and Tumblr) will be used to promote the 

contest, utilizing the hashtag #MaKeADifference. To encourage buzz and 

to spread the contest, participants can share their video on their social 

media accounts and encourage friends to +1 their video. This will not only 

spread the reach of the contest, but it will also drive visitors to the Mary 

Kay website and share the charitable core value of the company. After 

three months, the video that has the most +1’s will win the grand prize of 

$100,000 donated to their charity of choice. This prize will not only touch 

thousands of lives, but it will be an excellent PR opportunity for Mary Kay, 

since this prize will gain coverage from newspapers, magazines, and 

television reports. 

“Power. It’s within all of us. The power to dream. The power to

inspire. The power to make a difference in the world. Even one small

act of kindness can start a chain of goodness that spreads to touch

the lives of thousands. Mary Kay wants to see how you use your

power in a positive way to make a difference. Log on to MaryKay.com

and upload your video showing how you make a difference in the

world. Participants can vote for the videos they like, and the winner

will receive $100,000 for the charity of their choice.

So what are you waiting for?

Go MaKe a Difference!”

Video to promote contest:
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To reach members of our target audience, women ages 18-25, most effectively we developed an integrated national media
strategy driven by our target’s wants and needs. Our strategy includes paid, earned, and owned media with a combination of

interactive and non-interactive executions. Taking the lifestyle of millennials into consideration, we deliberately selected media
to reach them in ways that naturally fit their everyday lives. We selected the most popular magazines and social media outlets
among members of our target audience, so that our messages grab and engage their attention without disrupting their daily
routine.
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Snapchat: According to research by Sumpto, over 77% of college students are using Snapchat at least once every day. Not only that, but 45% of

college students aged 18-24 would open a Snap from a brand they didn't know, and 73% of students would open a Snap from a brand they already know.

This form of social media is young and ripe for exploring, so Mary Kay will send promotional Snaps with an offer code for a free sample, along with an

additional code that a friend can use. The account will also feature Snapchat stories of models using Mary Kay products at special events (ex. Project

Runway, Grammy’s, Teen Choice Awards).

Tumblr: In a 2013 study by ComScore, 54% of Tumblr users are female and 29.3% of the visitors are between the ages of 18-24. Utilizing Tumblr is a

unique way to reach our target, but also allows us to reach the growing Hispanics market. According to Quantcast, 19% of Tumblr users are Hispanic,

which is almost double the Internet average. To reach our target on Tumblr, Mary Kay will post product photos with links to the Mary Kay website and link

its Instagram account with Tumblr. The account will post photos, videos, and inspirational stories related to Mary Kay's charity involvement, with particular

emphasis on LoveIsRespect.Org. According to Tumblr’s media kit, the shelf-life of a sponsored post is infinite and 30% of engagement comes after 30

days of posting. 60% of engagement from sponsored posts also comes from non-followers, so Mary Kay will buy sponsored posts once every two months.

New Social Media
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OVERALL ANALYSIS
- Gain Facebook verification.

- Make posts more relevant to the target by posting beauty tips, seasonal 

products, and special events.

- Instead of replying to sad tweets, retweet customer comments and reply to 

engaging tweets.

- Tweet about Mary Kay’s charity involvement (ex. LoveIsRespect.Org).

- Make biography shorter and more relatable. 

- Change name from MaryKayUS to Mary Kay to keep consistency.

- Post at least one photograph or video every day.

- Include color names when posting product photos.

- Pictures of the most “liked” item on the website each month.

- Send product samples to popular beauty gurus of our target to generate 

reviews and increase brand awareness.

- Partner with beauty guru Allison Anderson, who has a large following on 

social media and creates professional videos relatable to millennials.

- Change the video category titles to relate to the target audience; Recent 

Uploads, Mary Kay Commercials (15-30 second clips), Beauty 

Tutorials ( Allison Anderson), Skin Care Tutorials and Tips, Celebrity 

Looks (achieved with Mary Kay products), and About Mary Kay.

- Gain followers by increasing activity.

- Increase number of pins on each board.

- Integrate within website so customers can +1 products they like.

- Post more photos such as photos of models, events, and products.

- Create albums of potential products asking followers to +1 the ones they’d 

like to see, and add links to all social media.

ACCORDING TO OUR NATIONAL SURVEY, SOCIAL MEDIA IS THE BEST WAY 

TO REACH OUR MEMBERS OF OUR TARGET AUDIENCE, AND SO IS THE 

STRONGEST ASPECT OF OUR CREATIVE CAMPAIGN.
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What does this mean? Mary Kay’s presence on social media isn’t strong enough.  In order to 

relate to members of the target audience, they need to interact and create conversations. 

Key Insight: Through our research of Mary 

Kay’s social media efforts, we discovered some 

key recurring themes that need to be corrected 

on all existing platforms of Mary Kay’s social 

media presence.

•Social media platforms are not integrated with 

common messages and themes.

•Mary Kay accounts are present but not active 

enough compared to competitors. 

•Mary Kay is not creating enough interaction and 

conversation with followers. 

•When the target has comments, questions, or 

complaints, Mary Kay’s replies are non-existent or 

delayed.

•Hashtags are underutilized, particularly #MaryKay, 

with some posts not having any tags at all.

•Accounts are not following enough people (Follow 

customers, celebrities, and Beauty Partners which 

allows for more conversation and a better presence). 

•Mary Kay doesn’t relate enough to current events (ie. 

Super Bowl, World Cup, movie launches, Grammys, 

etc.).

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Magazines: Nielsen sites magazines as a mainstream outlet to reach the

target. We will incorporate three eye catching, bold full-page ads with

striking images and colors that will introduce readers to the new line

Power, by Mary Kay. Magazine advertisements will run throughout

February, March, June and July, and November and December. The ads

will be featured in Cosmopolitan (read by 67.9% of millennials according to

our national survey), People (read by 52%), and Glamour (read by 33%).

Pandora: We will take advantage of geographic, demographic and music

genre targeting on Pandora to reach the audience. According to the 2014

Infinite Dial analysis published by Edison Research, 47% of 18-34 year

olds have listened to Pandora in the past month. Our Pandora

advertisements will run on the mobile application because out of the 200

million registered Pandora Users 140 million are tuned in via Pandora

mobile. These advertisements will feature the short video created to

promote the “MaKe a Difference” contest.

YouTube: According to SRDS, the target is visiting YouTube 793,000

times per month, we will utilize this opportunity to introduce the new

“Power” line by Mary Kay through 15 second advertisements.

College Promotion: Mary Kay business executives will visit college

campuses across the country to promote and inform our demographic

about the business and marketing opportunities at Mary Kay. Not only is

this a good networking opportunity for the students, but the executives will

be recruiting students for the Mary Kay Internship Program. This is

important to our campaign because this will increase consideration for

becoming a Mary Kay Beauty Partner.
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Contest Promotion: Mary Kay will hire people to engage with 

participants during contest, particularly after the initial launch. These 

people will be commenting and replying to posts and comments both 

quickly and efficiently so as to encourage others to share the contest 

and increase engagement with the brand.

Out of Home: An interactive billboard placed in Times Square, NY will 

engage Mary Kay with the target audience. The “Makeover with Mary 

Kay” billboard will encourage the demographic to take a photo of 

themselves, and tweet at Mary Kay with the designated hashtag. They 

will then see their image on the billboard, and get to create their own 

look complete with Mary Kay products. It will also feature a before and 

after image to compare the two pictures. According to Times Square’s 

website, signage ads can expect almost 1.5 million impressions every 

day in total.

Instagram: According to Instagram, previous advertiser, Ben & Jerry’s 

reached over 9.8 million users ages 18-35 in only an eight-day 

campaign, which resulted in a 17% increase in brand awareness. Mary 

Kay will run a seven day campaign in February to announce the launch 

of the new line, Power.

Beauty Guru Sponsorship: Mary Kay will partner with YouTube 

Beauty Guru, Allison Anderson. Anderson has a large social media 

following but is primarily know for her personal beauty channel, where 

she creates professional videos that are relatable to members of the 

target audience.

Her video categories include monthly 

beauty favorites, beauty tutorials, 

shopping hauls, tag videos, and more. 

Some of her most popular videos have 

over 300,000 views and her most 

popular video has over 500,000 views. 

Mary Kay will sponsor with her to 

include products as part of her “Monthly 

Beauty Favorites” for a full year to 

spread the awareness and interest of 

Mary Kay products.
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We are going to make 143,515,650 impressions. With those impressions 

we will…

“I like the black packaging so much more. It has a 

more sophisticated, modern look than the "at Play" 

line. The "at Play" line seems like makeup a preteen 

would use, while the bold "Power" packaging 

competes with the standard among current, popular 

brands.” - Kathleen, 22

“I prefer the black packaging. It seems to not only 

target a much wider customer base than the other 

packaging, but it also makes them look like they are 

overall higher quality products. If given the option 

between the two, not knowing that they were the 

exact same products, I would definitely choose the 

"Power" line based on the packaging.” - Jennifer, 21

Website Concept Testing:

Move awareness from 51% to 75%.

Move positive perception from 34% to 55%.

Move consideration to purchase from 8.5% to 23%.

Move consideration to become a Beauty Partner from 4% to 10%.

Packaging Concept Testing:

Creatives Concept Testing:
“These ads scream confidence, and the 

Power line looks really cool. I would buy 

the products.”  - Gabi, 19

“Absolutely something I can relate to. 

Love the black background with the pops 

of color.” - Natalie, 25 

“I really like the layout. It’s very sleek and I love 

all the bright colors.” – Samantha, 21

“I love the beauty partner live chat feature. I 

would definitely use it if I had any questions while 

on the site.” – Felicia, 22 

“I like that it provides a business aspect. It seems like 

you’d be able to learn a lot and get a chance to earn 

real money.”- Kerry, 21

“It seems like a lot of work, but something I would 

consider since I love makeup and would like to earn 

money while at school.”- Adrianna, 22

Internship Concept Testing:

“This is something I would definitely go to with all my 

girlfriends. It seems like a lot of fun and something 

different to do.” – Rosalie, 23

“I like that you get to sample the makeup. I like to try 

something before purchasing, so I would go to a 

showcase to try Mary Kay products.” – Priyanka, 22 

Showcases Concept Testing:

91% liked the new packaging

84% would attend a showcase

76% would consider the internship

90% liked the new website

95% liked the creatives

When shown our ads along with several other ads, 92% recalled

seeing one for Mary Kay.

The Power Campaign will make women ages 18-

25 more aware of Mary Kay and increase 

consideration to buy. These will lead to a higher 

positive perception and increased consideration 

for becoming a Beauty Partner. 
Mary Kay should evaluate the campaign every quarter for one year 

to be sure they are on track and meeting the desired goals.
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